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Introduction

Dear reader,

In the following report you will find a our findings in a project for Concepting Plus. As a group we have been 
working on a model for analysis and creation based on several other models and theories as discussed in class. 
The models we used for our own model are: The Golden Circle, Built to Last, Design Thinking, Lovemarks, Service De-
sign and Experience Mapping. More on these models and theories can be found in the chapter on theory.

These models have functioned as a basis for Alomso’s Pizza Model that allows brands and companies to find a 
balance in the three most important components: ideology, innovation & loyalty.

We will take you, as the reader, through our research, followed by the characteristics, features and components of 
our model. After, Alonso’s Pizza Model will be applied to Monster, an energy drink brand. and we will share our mutu-
al advice. 

From this advice we will be able to conclude with several paint points and chances for the brand. Based on the-
se conclusion each of our team members will present their own individual elaboration based on a concept carrier 
within the Monster brand. These individual elaborations contain en complete concept, a persona, touchpoints, 
visual presentation and storytelling. 

In line with the requests of the project we will cover the essence of our research, the used models and the results, 
our advice, mutual and individual. 

Lauri van den Berg, Danielle van Berkom, Jaïr Franken, Tessa Kanters & Rafaël van ‘t Kruys
June 2016
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Definitions

Explanation Analysis subjects
To be able to apply Alonso’s Pizza Model the user needs to understand the content of the subjects that need to be analysed. The following definitions 
will give an insight on these subjects:

1. Pizza dough (Ideology)
 The crunchy pizza dough consisting out of three finest ingredients of Ideology: 
 Flour (vision), water (mission) and olive oil (Core values). 

 Vision:
 A vision is an attitude, view or motivation towards a product /service,  
 human being or the world. It is a statement aboutthe reason of
 existence. 

 Core values: 
 The core values are the essence of a company’s identity. These are the  
 principles, beliefs or philosophy of values. Core values support the vision, 
 shape the culture and reflect what the company values.

 Mission: 
 This is the goal a company or brand wishes to achieve by working from 
 their core values and vision, aimed at a specific target group.

2. Sauce base (Innovation)
 The delicious tomato sauce sprinkled with cheese and the most innovative trends and chances are built to last.

3. Toppings, Funghi Salmai (Customer Loyalty)
 Alonso use a wide range of toppings to create the right customer loyalty for each company.  With a funghi Salami it is important that   
the mushrooms (Customers) combines well with the Salami (loyalty). They complement each other and create a remarkable taste and
 customer loyalty. 
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Research
In the second lesson of Concepting PLUS course by Ivanca Linders, fellow 
students gave a presentations about different theories used within 
concepting. After the presentations the team of Alonso’s Pizza Bakery 
discussed their point of view on the pains and chances of each model. 

Design Thinking (David M. Kelley, I991)
The research and model is targeted on consumers and consumer behavior. 
It is a structured process in which innovations are included and there is a 
focus on repeating the testing phases. The downside of the theory is 
vicious cycle of ongoing feedback. This makes the process long and 
unclear when the product/service is finally finished. But Design Thinking 
does have a point of interest when it comes to co-creation. Because of 
the ongoing feedback consumers feel connected with creation of a new 
brand/service.

Golden Circle (Simon O. Sinek, 2009)
With the Golden Circle it is all about working from the vision. It is about 
WHY the company or brand does what is does. Due to the vision, the 
company becomes transparent. Customers are getting a look behind the 
scenes and are made aware of what the brand really stands for. The 
downside of this model lies in the long run approach instead of a quick 
sale. This can be seen as both positive as negative. Positive, because the 
long run creates a bonding with the customer, negative if the 
product/service is focused around a short-term hype. The point of interest 
of this model is not to focus on just the product or service but on the story 
behind it. Why are you doing this as a company?

Built to Last (Jim Collins and Jerry I. Porras, 1994)
The built to last model brings companies together with their own essentials 
in the lives of consumers. The product/service has a high top-of-mind factor, 
which means they have a high recognition factor. From the perspective of 
their vision they implement new technologies and ideas into their company 
which creates a built to last brand. The downside is that the company can 
only survive if they present themselves as a strong brand and when 

consumer associate themselves with this brand. This means that it requires a 
lot of effort to establish a name so that is a top-of-mind name for 
consumers. The point of interest is the emotional value in relation to 
consumer. 

Experience Mapping (Pine & Gilmore, 1999)
Focused on behaviors, experiences and wishes from the customer 
Experience Mapping creates new opportunities through various channels 
and touchpoints. The downside of all this is that touchpoints can be easily 
overlooked. Especially causal touch points that were not foreseen. The 
model also focusses on the current customer which makes it hard to 
approach new target groups. It requires a lot of research before the 
company can start with, for instance, a new marketing campaign. But as a 
point of interest, Experience Mapping does give the company an 
opportunity to dive into the experience and the journey a customer makes 
in the pre-, during and post-experience. 

Service Design (Prof. Dr. Michael Erlhoff, 1991)
The Service design model can determine the gaps between the customers 
wants and the company’s offers. The selling point has been given more 
attention which leads to a quicker customer loyalty. Also, the model gives 
a good view on where the bottlenecks of the company are. Which brings 
us to the downside of the model. It does find the bottlenecks but it doesn’t 
come up with a solution. Although the point of interest is that the company 
creates a great customer loyalty, which means customers are more likely to 
come back to the store and also spread a word-to-mouth advertisement. 

Lovemarks (Kevin Roberts, 2004)
Strong brands, also known as Lovemarks, have a high market value. The 
Lovemarks model indicates the position of the brand in the market and 
makes it possible to work towards their desired position. The downside of 
this model is that a brand always is a mix of functionality and emotional 
value. It is hard to measure emotional value, it is, in particular, a qualitative 
study and this takes a lot of time. The point of interest in this model is the 
deeper feeling that generates a brand generated by the values of the 
consumer in addition to the functionality of the brand. 
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GET TO KNOW YOUR BRAND, INNOVATE & CREATE CUSTOMER LOYALTY

with

Alonso’s

Model
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Theory
After analysing the different models used by concepting expert, the team 
of Alonso’s Pizza Bakery came up with their own theory.  Based on the 
customer’s favorite traditional pizza by Alonso’s Pizza Bakery they created 
the Alonso’s Pizza Theory. 

Making a brand work exactly the same as baking a pizza. Why do you 
do what you do? How? What is your goal? Do you know your threats and 
opportunities? How do you bond with customers? Every step can be adjus-
ted to a level convenient for you and your customers. For Alonso’s Pizza we 
implement the plus points, pain points and chances of the different models 
and made our own ingredients of it. 

The ingredients of this remarkable pizza are a crunchy pizza dough con-
sisting out of the finest ideology based on the Golden Circle (Simon O. 
Sinek, 2009). Delicious tomato sauce sprinkled with cheese and the most 
innovative trends and chances based on Design Thinking (David M. Kelley, 
I991) and Built to Last (Jim Collins and Jerry I. Porras, 1994) theory. And 
top this all of with a wide range of seasonings to create the right customer 
loyalty based on Service Design (Prof. Dr. Michael Erlhoff, 1991) and Love-
marks (Kevin Roberts, 2004) theory. 

Using the best quality ingredients ensures that you will be awarded with a 
lasting customer satisfaction. 

Persona
The remarkable Italian casanova 

Alonso di Guardia is a short well dressed 37,5 year old Italian man. He is a 
little overweight but holding in his stomach while he still shows off his italian 
flair. Alonso is Italy’s most famous pizza baker and created his favorite and 
most delicious pizza, Salami funghi. 

Alonso is a family man and places his seven children, wife and especially 
his Mamma on the first place. He is an expressional talker using his whole 
body to talk which adds spice to each of his conversations and fires the 
arguments.

Business wise he is an open-minded pizza baker who is willing to share his 
knowledge. He will take you through his recipe of finding the balance 
between ideology, innovation and customer loyalty. He finds your “why”! 

Building your brand is like baking a pizza. 
- Alonso di Guardia

7
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IDEOLOGY

LOYALTY

1

3

2

TASTING4

pizza

INNOVATION

Reflection on previous 
steps &  adding flavour

Influencing Factors, 
approach, acquisition, 

retention, loyalty

Problems&Opportunities, 
Types innovation, 5 

steps problem solving

Vision, Mission, Core 
Values WHY?

Bakery
model

Alonso’s
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Re�ection on previous steps &  
adding �avour

BOTTOM > Vision, Mission, Core Values, WHY?

In�uencing Factors, approach, acquisition, reten-
tion, loyalty

TOMATO SAUCE & CHEESE > Problems&Opportuni-
ties, Types innovation, 5 steps problem solving

LIKE A PIZZA

Building your brand is like baking a pizza. 

Using the best quality ingredients forms the basis, 

always searching for new combinations and ideas while 

keeping threats in mind involves innovation and perso-

nal contact, rewards loyalty programs and improves 

customer satisfaction leads to lasting customer loyalty. 

Of course everyone has got a di�erent taste, which 

means that during tasting the pizza can be customized. 

A thicker bottom, more sauce, less cheese, more mus-

hrooms or onions. You name it, a pizza can be perfectly 

customised to your taste.

WHAT ABOUT MY BRAND?

your brand works exactly like the pizza baking process. 

Why do you do what you do? How? What is your goal? 

Do you know your threats and opportunities? How do 

you bond with customers? Every step can be adjusted 

to a level convenient for you and your customers.

LET’S START BAKING!

Recipe

1. IDEOLOGY

2. INNOVATION

3. LOYALTY

4. TASTING

9
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1. IDEOLOGY

2. INNOVATION

Mix water, olive oil and flour and 
add sugar and salt to create the per-

fect basis for your pizza

CORE VALUES

Step 1. Greatest moments
Describe what have been your three greatest 
accomplishments, three moments of e�ciency and your 
common rules or themes that identi�es you.

Step 2. failures
Describe what have been your  three biggest failures and 
moments of ine�ciency. 

Step 3. Identify
Identify your company into three or four brief sentences. 

Step 4. Reduce 
Reduce your brief sentences into a few words.

Step 5. Test 
Test if your values matches your company. If you can't 
identify a legitimate case where the value steers you 
wrong, you have a good core value.

VISION

Step 1. Research 
Run a SWOT analysis.  Gather strengths and weaknesses 
and examine opportunities and possible threats for your 
company.

Step 2. Result
Review the information found in the previous step asking 
these following quesitons:
-  What amazes me?
-  Which innovations will change the market over time? 
- What data is new for my customers and/or competitors?
- What am I excited about?
- What values do I want to convey?

Step 3. Develop
Developing an idea takes time and sometimes suddenly 
just occurs. Write your �gments immediately down and 
don’t be critical, just let your idea settle �rst. 

Step 4. Formulating
Formulate a clear vision, avoiding cliches and woolly 
languages. Just bear in mind that a vision is inspiring, 
distinct from today’s situation and daring.

Squeeze the tomatos and mix with some 
pepper for a spicy tomato sauce, add 

rasped cheese

EMPATHIZE

Do you understand the people you work for? Do you know 
what they need?

There are 3 steps how to empathize:
- Observe
- Engage
- Watch and listen

DEFINE

Summarize the things the things you have learned about 
the context & problem. Craft a meaningful and actionable 
problem statement. 

IDEATE

Brainstorm with a group to come up with a wide range of 
new communicating ideas from which you can select. With 
a group you can come to ideas you would not have gene-
rated by yourself.

PROTOTYPE

 A prototype can be anything that a user can interact with, 
such as a wall of notes, a gadget or even a storyboard. It’s 
about something a user can experience, grab and see.

How to prototype:
- Start building
- Dont spend too long on one prototype
- ID a variable
- Build with the user in mind

TEST

Feedback on the prototype you have created. Ask yourself 
‘why’ and focus on what you can learn about the problem. 

There are 3 steps on how-to-test:
- Show don't tell
- Create experiences
- Ask users to compare

3. LOYALTY
Add ingredients to your taste

1. Approach - target, strategy, tactics, tone
2. Acquisition - attracting client, recruit, bene�t, action
3. Retention - next purchase, retain, reward, inform
4. Loyalty  - emotional bond, bind, involve, emotion

INFLUENTIAL FACTORS

Do you control these factors?

- Brand: sustomer expectation
- Product:  quality product or service
- Supplier:  reliable positive image
- Price: price and quality balanced
- Service: delivery, guarantee etc.
- Customization: individual needs 
- Communication: personal contacts 

WIN-WIN SITUATION

What kind of customer loyalty do you apply?

- Financial bond
- Social bond
- Structural bond

MISSION

Step 1. De�ning your mission why by asking yourself 
questions as: who are we? Why do we make this 
products? Why do you do what you do? Etc. 

Step 2. What is the problem and what is your solution
This is a big pitfall for most companies. Make sure your 
solution solves the problem. What you are providing for 
the customer and makes it clear why you are so di�erent 
from your opponent.

Step 3. Your employees
Focus on what you are providing for your employees. 
Why do people want to work for you? 

Step 4. Company owners 
Focus on what you are providing for your company's 
owners. Why should people invest in your company? 
Which opportunities do you o�er? 

Step 5. Review and Revise
It is important that everybody understands what your 
mission states. So make sure your mission is clear, conci-
se and unique. 
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Recipe

4. TASTING
Customise the pizza to your taste. A 
thicker or thinner bottom, more 

cheese or sauc. Add more mushrooms or 
less onions. Do you like fish or meat?

EVALUATE THE THREE PREVIOUS STEPS

Step 1. Bottom - Ideology

Vision, mission, core values clear?
 How can we re�ne them and mak
 them stronger?

Step 2. Tomato Sauce & Cheese - Innovation

Has the process provided you with a solid idea and solu-
tion to the problem? Is it innovative and ready for imple-
mentation?

Step 3. Ingredients - Customer Loyalty

Did you identify the steps you take towards customer 
loyalty? Are steps missing? How can you take them?

What factors turned out to be of most in�uence on your 
company or brand?

Have you de�ned the bond with your customers?

CUSTOMISE

Once you have evaluated the steps above you can start 
customising. 

1. Do you need a stronger vision to enforce the reason 
WHY you do what you do? an you state your vision in a 
clearer way? What about your core values? 

Add a little extra crunch to the basis of your brand.

2. Do you think about the future? What distinguishes you 
from the competition? Did you come up with any innovati-
ve ideas ready for action? 

Spicen things up  with a little extra tomato sauce so you 
can stand out from the crowd or take away some cheese to 
meet your customer’s needs.

3. Do you accurately reach your customers? Do you 
manage the most in�uential factors in an accurate way and 
how can you make sure you lead the way? Can you create 
more bonds than the one existing, and how?

After this Tasting moment you know exactly how to identi-
fy your placement in the market, how to come up with 
new ideas matching your customer’s needs and how to 
manage your customer loyalty leading to a tasty customi-
sed pizza experience!

After this Tasting moment you know exactly 

- how to identify your  identity and placement in the
  market
- how to come up with new ideas matching your 
  customer’s needs 
- how to manage customer loyalty and how to bond with
  your target group

 Knowing your taste is step one, but being able to customi-
se to your customer’s needs is something else. Now you 
know who you are you can communicate this to you 
customers, coming up with new ideas enforces this leading 
to well managed customer loyalty.

Following these steps is great creating and re�ecting tool 
applicable every time you need (new) insights in your 
company or brand or in the needs of customers. 

After using this model you will be  
able to create a perfectly customised

experience 

buon
 appetito!

Cominciamo Inforniamo! - Alonso di Guardia
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Explanation - the steps
 1. Pizza dough (Ideology)
 The crunchy pizza dough consisting out of three finest ingredients  
 of Ideology:
 Flour (vision), water (mission) and olive oil (Core values). 

But what do these ingredients do for your personal pizza (concept).?

Flour (Vision)
A concept isn’t a concept without a vision. The vision of your concept 
states the attitude, view and motivation relative to a product or service, on 
people or on the world. This means you can speak of three types of visions 
where a vision could be based on Product, Service, People or Worldview. 

A vision is created within an organization but that doesn’t say anything 
about what the organization does. It is made up from the motivations of 
the organization. This means that the vision is the internal organizational 
story. Because a vision is about motivations of an organization, terms such 
as money or profits will never be mentioned in a vision. They are created to 
fulfill the wish of “Why?” (Golden Circle, Simon O. Sinek, 2009), where consu-
mers are looking for. Consumers nowadays don’t just buy a product for their 
properties but also because they support the organization’s vision. They 
connect with the organization by their vision on products, how they see 
others or just their view on the world. This makes their bond stronger than 
before. (Book: concept denken, Gaby Crucq-Toffolo & Sanne Knitel,  2013) 

How much flour do I need? 
For the right crunchiness of your dough you need at least 250 grams of 
flour. Finding the right amounts for your pizza can be found in four easy 
steps (Lancelots, 2004-2016). 

Step 1. Research 
The first step in the process is doing some research on your current situati-
on with the SWOT analysis method. This method allows you to gain insights 
into your current situation. First you gather information about the strength 
and weakness of your company and examine the opportunities and pos-
sible threats of your company. The insights that come out of the analysis 
make it easier to develop a fitting vision for your company. 

Step 2. Result
After collecting information you view the resulting data with a critical eye 
asking yourself the following questions:
- What amazes me?
- Which innovations will change the market over time? 
- What data is new for my customers and/or competitors?
- What am I excited about?
- What values do I want to convey?

Step 3. Develop
While processing all the results you meanwhile hatched an idea for your 
potential vision.
Developing an idea takes time and sometimes suddenly just occurs. Write 
your figments down immediately and don’t be critical, just let your idea 
settle first. 

Step 4. Formulating 
When it is clear where you are headed as a company you can start for-
mulating your vision.  Formulate a clear vision, avoiding cliches and woolly 
languages. Do not say: “I want to be an influential documentary photo-
grapher” but make it specific “I am a full time documentary photographer. 
In my work I take into account the environment and I respect other cultu-
res...”. Just bear in mind that a vision is inspiring, distinct from today’s situati-
on and daring.

Water (mission)
In a qualitatively and somewhat philosophical way the mission gives di-
rections for what has to be accomplished within a period of time. It gives 
guidance for employees, shareholders and other stakeholders but also 
gives clearness to its customers. A good mission originates from answering 
the existence questions, these questions describe the purpose of the orga-
nization, has distinct values, a good strategy and has a method of hand-
ling behavior standards. With the right mission and vision the organization 
differentiates between similar organizations and creates a value fit for their 
customers.  (Book: Marketing kernstof, John Smal, Hans vosmer, 2012)
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How much water do I need? 
For the right crunchiness of your dough you need at least 10 tablespoons 
of water. 
Finding the right amounts for your pizza can be find in five easy steps 
(Bplans,1996-2016).

Step 1. Defining your why 
In the first step of creating your mission statement you look for your “Why?”.
You can define your “Why” by asking yourself questions as: why are we 
here? Why do we make this products? Why do you do what you do? Etc. 

Step 2. What is the problem and what is your solution
This is a big pitfall for most companies. Make sure your solution solves the 
problem, if it doesn’t solves the problem, then why are you here in the first 
place? With this statement you make clear why you are so different from 
your opponent to your customer.

Step 3. Your employees
In this step you are being in perspective. Instead on focusing on what you 
provide for you customers focus on what you are providing for you 
employees. Why do people want to work for you? 

Step 4. Company owners 
In this this step you are focusing on what you are providing for your 
company’s owners. Why should people invest in your company? Which 
opportunities do you offer? 

Step 5. Review and Revise
Make sure you cut back the industry buzzwords that are just empathy 
phrases. It is important that everybody understands what your mission sta-
tement means. 

Keep your mission clear, concise and unique. 

Olive oil (Core values)
Values are the mental patterns that describe how you look at the world, 
your work, the people or life in general. Although values indicate what you 
think, they can be considered as vague. Therefore it is important to be as 
specific as possible when it comes to creating values, so that everyone 
within the organization knows exactly what they mean.

There are different types of values, but a symbolic value creates the or-
ganization’s vision. Symbolic values communicate a mindset who does not 
directly has a relationship with the product or service of the organization. 
Symbolic values are divided into three types of values:

1. Expressive values, the purchasing of a product or service tells a
 story to others. 
2. Impressive values, the feeling a consumer gets after purchasing a
 particular product or service.
3. End value, Provides the ideal representation as we ultimately would
 prefer to see. (created by a combination of expressive and 
 impressive values).

Values indicate a relationship with a concept. It says in a short but po-
werful way what the organization does and the way they want to do it. 
Therefore it is important that the chosen values are connected with your 
organization and aren’t general words. A organization has a lot of values 
and it is to you to find its core values. Core values aren’t made up, they 
already exists within the organization. They only have never been exposed, 
be concretely named and be propagated yet for both internal as external 
use. When the organization used the right values a “value fit” arises bet-
ween the consumer and the organization. This means that the organization 
is in line with the values of the consumer. Therefore the value fit is the basis 
for every organization’s vision. (Book: concept denken, Gaby Crucq-Toffolo 
& Sanne Knitel,  2013) 

How much olive oil do I need? 
For the right crunchiness of your dough you need at least 2-3 tablespoons 
of olive oil. 
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Finding the right amounts for your pizza can be find in five easy steps 
(Kevin Daum, 2014).
Step 1. Greatest moments
Describe what have been your three greatest accomplishments, three mo-
ments of efficiency and your common rules or themes that identify you.

Step 2. failures
Describe what have been your three biggest failures and moments of ineffi-
ciency. 

Step 3. Identify
Identify your company into three or four brief sentences. 

Step 4. Reduce 
Reduce your brief sentences into a few words.

Step 5. Test 
Test if your values match your company. If you can’t identify a legitimate 
case where the value steers you wrong, you have a good core value.

 2. Sauce base (Innovation)
 The delicious tomato sauce sprinkled with cheese and the most
 innovative trends and chances are built to last. But what do these  
 ingredients do for your personal pizza innovation?

Innovation
based on Design Thinking (David M. Kelley, I991) and Built to Last 
(Jim Collins and Jerry I. Porras, 1994) theory. 

Innovation is not an invention. An invention is a complete renewal which 
Is used for the first time. Innovation is also not just an adjustment, it’s very 
unique because it sits between a renewal and an adjustment. Innovation is 
a modification of a product or service. 
When thinking of an innovation many entrepreneurs still think about new 
inventions, but that’s not correct, if you improve a product or process , you 
innovate. Innovation is always about something new.  By innovating you 
can change the needs of your customers what leads to a stronger position 
in the market, which is important for the growth of your business. 
(de Vries, W. Innovatie, wat is de norm?)

 
(Hanlon, A. (2013). What is the The Diffusion of Innovation model?)

Opportunities
The areas in which you can innovate the best depends on the company 
and the specific situation. Where are your customers waiting for? What are 
the trends and developments?
 
There are different type of innovations: 
-      Product innovation:
 In a product innovation an existing product is renewed or a new
 product is invented. Example. coffee machine > Senseo
-      Service innovation:
 A service innovation means a new service or modification of an
 existing service. Example: Schiphol boarding pass for mobile use.
-      Process innovation:
 To effectively and efficiently organize your production process
-      Technological innovation:
 Technological innovation inventions could lead to new technology
 and creating new products.
-      Organizational innovation:
 Renewal of the organizational structure
-      Market innovation:
 Expansion of the existing customer segments for your product. 
 Example export
(Dr. Khurana, V. (2013). Product innovation & process innovation)
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Design is a continuous strive to add more value to your brand, product or 
service. To make it better, cheaper and prettier. Design Thinking is an impor-
tant tool for innovation and changes for companies in the coming years . 
However, it remains difficult to make the benefits of Design Thinking visible 
because of the experimental design and the lack of a linear approach. 
And those benefits need to be clear to predict the effect of Design Thin-
king on customers.
 
What Design Thinking particularly distinguishes from other innovation stra-
tegies is that it focuses on people. The value of Design Thinking is in it’s 
ability to create new opportunities. By implementing Design Thinking you’ll 
get meaningful innovative solutions. (Plaisier, W. (2015). Hoe design thinking 
je helpt bij het oplossen van complexe problemen).
 
There are 5 steps in the process of Design thinking:
 
·       Empathize
·       Define
·       Ideate
·       Prototype
·       Test
  
Empathize:
Empathize is the work you do to understand people, within the context 
of your design challenge. Because as a design thinker you’re constantly 
solving problems of others, you have to gain empathy for the people you’re 
working with. This will help you learn about what people need.
 
There are 3 steps to empathize:
-      Observe
-      Engage
-      Watch and listen
 
Define:
Defining, to state or set forth the meaning of a word, phrase etc. In the 
define step you have to summarize the things you have learned about 
the context / problem, with the goal to craft a meaningful and actionable 
problem statement.
 

Ideate:
Ideating is a creative process of generating, developing and 
communicating new ideas. Ideation is not about finding a simple single 
solution, but about a wide possible range of ideas which you can select 
from.
 
How to ideate? By brainstorming with a group you come to new ideas that 
you had not thought about on your own.
 
Prototype:
The prototype mode is about answering questions that will get you closer 
to your final solution. A prototype can be anything that a user can interact 
with, such as a wall of notes, a gadget or even a storyboard. It is about 
something a user can experience, grab and see.
 
The reason to prototype are: to ideate and solve the problem, to commu-
nicate, to start a conversation, to fail quickly and cheaply, to test possibili-
ties and to manage the solution building process.
 
How to prototype:
-        Start building
-        Don’t spend too long on one prototype
-        ID a variable
-        Build with the user in mind
 
Test:
The test mode will give you feedback about the prototype you have 
created. Testing is an opportunity to understand the user, these things tend 
to focus the interaction with users. When in testing mode always ask yourself 
why and focus of what you can learn about the problem. The reason you 
have to test is to refine prototype and solutions, to learn more about your 
user and to refine your point of view.
 
There are 3 steps on how-to-test:
-      Show, don’t tell
-      Create experiences
-      Ask users to compare
 

It is not just about the product, but everything around it  
- Nas, 2010
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Design Thinking has two common interpretations in the business world:
 
Designers bringing their methods into business - by either taking part 
themselves in a business process, or training business people to use design 
methods. Designers achieving innovative outputs, for example: ‘the iPod is 
a great example of design thinking.’ To be innovative you have to think 
about design thinking to come to the right ideas. (Cordon, D. (Uknown). 
Distinguishing between Problem Solving, Design, and Research).

To build brand to last a company has to innovate, they have to implement 
new technologies and ideas into their company. Innovating allows com-
panies to keep products and services up-to-date so they can beat the 
competition. Built to Last is an analysis of how visionary companies should 
operate. It revolves around value arrangement and does not specifically 
ask companies to fire employees, remove resources, etc. It asks for compa-
nies to assume a workmanlike culture and keep an eye out for tomorrow 
and the long term. (Johnson, E. (2010). Brands to Last: Building a Winning 
and Enduring Brand).

 3. Toppings, Funghi Salami (Customer Loyalty)
 Alonso use a wide range of toppings to create the right customer
 loyalty for each company.  With a funghi Salami it is important that  
 the mushrooms (Customers) combines well with the Salami (loyalty).  
 They complement each other and create a remarkable taste. 

Customer Loyalty
Attracting customers (acquisition) is the first step towards customer retenti-
on. After a first purchase, the question remains whether and when the next 
purchase follows (retention). The emotional bond between a customer and 
company (loyalty) occurs over time and after the necessary efforts are 
made. In service design (Prof. Dr. Michael Erlhoff, 1991) it comes to creating 
the ultimate customer experience. From the moment a customer is going to 
orient to the moment he leaves the store. Service design helps to increase 
the time between these two moments, in other words to create more loyal 
customers. It is not just about the product, but everything around it (Nas, 
2010: service design – Erlhoff, 1991). ). In the table below are the steps 
indicated by the most effective approach:

Retention and loyalty programs (also called relationship marketing pro-
grams) are focused on building sustainable relationships with customers. 
These programs can be more of less help increase retention (repeat 
purchases), loyalty (emotional bond) and customer loyalty. The objectives 
are in general:

● Reducing customer churn effectively and efficiently in the short term.
● Maximize customer loyalty in the long term.
● Earning more revenue and profit from existing customers.
● Utilization of the customer relationship for the recruitment of new
 customers.
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The table below gives examples of actions that can provide better 
customer loyalty at different levels. (Leeuwen, 2007)

The ultimate step of loyalty is becoming a lovemark. A lovemark is a 
product, service or organization that produces an infinite loyalty among 
consumers. This involves building and strengthening the emotional bond 
between the consumer and the brand. Lovemarks are ‘owned by the 
people who love it’. To be a lovemark, the following ingredients must be 
present:

● Intimacy: involves commitment, empathy and passion. The brand
 should be highly relevant and inviting to consumers so that they 
 can embrace the brand.
● Mystery: plays on people’s dreams by being iconic and connects
 the brand with inspiring stories.
● Sensuality: creates a richer and fuller brand experience by 
 developing brands that stimulate the senses.

To become a lovemark, the brand policy should be focused on increasing 
the love for the brand. The emotional bond that the consumer has with the 
brand should be stronger (EURIB, 2011: lovemarks – Roberts, 2004).

Several factors can influence customer loyalty positively. There are seven 
main factors that affect customer loyalty:

● Brand: customers have an expectation that gives them a lot of 
 confidence in an organization. A brand can be strengthened
 through brand positioning and branding with appealing features.
● Product: the customer must be satisfied with the quality of a 
 product or service.
● Supplier: the organization must be a reliable and well-known 
 supplier and have a positive image. The customer knows what to
 expect, the quality is good and the service is fixed.
● Price: the ratio between the price and quality must be balanced
 and meet customer expectations.
● Service: this involves the delivery, guarantee schemes, accessibility
 etc. This becomes more important when achieving sustainable
 customer loyalty.
● Customization: quickly respond to the individual needs of the 
 customer. It can provide customized products and services. Service 
 is an important competitive weapon.
● Communication: relational aspects are becoming more important as
 personal contact is becoming more important. For example, personal
 contact with fixed contacts, account managers who come regularly
 and the telephone customer service that helps fast, friendly and  
 accurate.

There must be a win-win situation for the company and the customer to be 
able to create customer loyalty. When one of them sees no advantage in 
a close relationship, it is difficult to create customer loyalty. There are three 
levels of customer loyalty:

● Financial bond: customers have a financial advantage in order to
 be a customer of a company.
● Social bond: form of emotional bond that is about how a company
 communicates with customers.
● Structural bond: supply of goods and services.

There must be a win-win situation for the company and the customer to 
be able to create customer loyalty.
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 4. Tasting (Evaluation)
 Customize the pizza to your taste. A thicker or thinner bottom, more cheese or sauce. 
 Add more mushrooms or less onions.  
 Do you like fish or meat?
     
EVALUATE THE THREE PREVIOUS STEPS

Step 1. Bottom - Ideology     
Vision, mission, core values clear?
How can we renew them and make them stronger?

Step 2. Tomato Sauce & Cheese - Innovation
Has the process provided you with a solid idea and solution to the problem? Is it 
innovative and ready for implementation?
     
Step 3. Ingredients - Customer Loyalty
Did you identify the steps you take towards customer loyalty? 

- Are steps missing? 
- If missing, what are they and how can you take these steps?
     
- What factors turned out to be of most influence on your company or brand?
- Did you identify the bond your customers?   

After this Tasting moment you know exactly
     
● how to identify your identity and placement in the
 market    
● how to come up with new ideas matching your
 customer’s needs
● how to manage customer loyalty and how to bond
 with your target group
     
Knowing your taste is step one, but being able to custo-
mize to your customer’s needs is something else. Now you 
know who you are you can communicate this to you 
customers, coming up with new ideas enforces this leading 
to well managed customer loyalty.
     
After using this model you will be able to create a 
perfectly customised experience!
    

CUSTOMISE
Once you have evaluated the steps above you can start customizing.
     
1. Do you need a stronger vision to enforce the reason WHY you do what 
you do? Can you state your vision in a clearer way? What about your 
core values? 
    
Add a little extra crunch to the basis of your brand.
     
2. Do you think about the future? What distinguishes you from the 
competition? Did you come up with any innovative ideas ready for action?

Spicen things up with a little extra tomato sauce so you can stand out 
from the crowd or take away some cheese to meet your customer’s needs.
     

3. Do you accurately reach your customers? Do you manage the most in-
fluential factors in an accurate way and how can you make sure you lead 
the way? Can you create more bonds than the one existing, and how?

After this Tasting moment you know exactly how to identify your 
placement in the market, how to come up with new ideas matching 
your customer’s needs and how to manage your customer loyalty 
leading to a tasty customized pizza experience! 

Following these steps is great creating and reflecting tool applicable 
every time you need (new) insights in your company or brand or in the 
needs of customers.
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Monster Energy Analysis
Monster Energy is a brand owned by Monster Beverage Corp (Monster 
Beverage Corporation, 2016) prior January 5th 2012 it was known as 
Hansen Natural Corporation. Based in Corona, California, USA.

Monster Beverage Corporation is a holding company and conducts no 
operating business except through its consolidated subsidiaries. (Monster 
Beverage Corporation, 2014)
Monster Energy chooses to spend no money on advertising agencies, 
radio spots, billboards and TV commercials to tell the world how good 
their products are. Instead, they support the scene, their bands, athletes 
and fans. Monster Energy helps the athletes to make their careers from their 
passion. They promote concert tours so that their favorite bands can come 
to the fans. By organizing parties and creating events, they celebrate with 
their fans and athletes.

Some companies will not allow wearing their logo on outfits, unless you are 
on the payroll. Monster Energy wants that their fans can carry the logo 
where they want; on hats, shirts, bikes, cars or other objects, and even on 
themselves. The idea of Monster Energy about promotion is to not give 
away expensive products, but their promotions offer exclusive VIP access; 
the ability to chill out with top artists and athletes while travelling, and real 
objects like dirt bikes, snowboards, BMX bikes and helmets.
The athletes of Monster Energy do action sports, punk, rock music, partying, 
hanging out with the girls, and enjoy life. Monster Energy is much more than 
an energy drink. Led by their athletes, musicians, employees, distributors and 
fans, Monster is a lifestyle in a can. (Monster Energy, 2016)

Brand Identity
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Vision/Mission & Core Values
Although Monster Energy is a very strong and recognizable brand due to its tone of voice and their remarkable logo, they do not define their vision, 
mission and core values like other companies. They do show off their one-liner which is “lifestyle in a can” (Monster Energy, 2016).

Social media
Social media is all about being social with your fanbase. So how popular is Monster Energy?
Looking into monster energy on Instagram, their hashtag #MonsterEnergy has over 1mln posts (Instagram, 2016), while Monster only posted just under 
3000 posts. So we could say the fans at least use their hashtag on Instagram. People on Twitter also use #MonsterEnergy on a regular basis (Twitter, 
2016). Even though the brand is carried by way more people than just the brand itself, most of these people are Monster athletes, so they are 
sponsored by the brand.

What kind of content do they post?
Monster Energy’s posts mostly consist of high quality pictures and short video clips showing their athletes in action. They let their actions speak for 
themselves. Think about a promo video about the upcoming MotoGP where Valentino Rossi will try to best the competition, or a cool trick by one of their 
skaters during a competition. Besides the video or picture they add a short message what the context or purpose of the picture/video is. (Facebook, 
2016)

Social media figures
Facebook: 24.376.328 likes, daily posts. 
(Facebook, 2016)

Twitter: 3.105.953 followers, 11.687 posts, daily posts. 
(Twitter, 2016)

YouTube: 1.021.298 subscribers, 179.208.781 views, weekly uploads. 
(Youtube, 2016)

Google+: 14.440.000 views, inactive account with the last post dating 2-12-2015. 
(Google+, 2016)

Instagram: 3.100.000 followers, 2.771 posts, daily posts. 
(Instagram, 2016)
Products
Monster Energy has a lot of different energy drinks, in all colors and flavors. Each bottle has his own story and unique taste. In this part of the research 
we narrowed it down to the products available in the Netherlands.

The reason for narrowing it down is because Monster Energy worldwide has so many different drinks, and we want to focus on the Netherlands because 
we will use the Netherlands as our demographic factor in a later chapter. Nonetheless there are a ton of different drinks to be found in the Dutch 
supermarket.
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Monster Assault
At Monster Energy they are indifferent about politics. They are not 
for ‘war’, not against ‘war’, or involvement in any war. There is 
camouflage print applied to the new Monster Assault cans, because 
Monster Energy thinks that it looks cool. Politics is left to politicians 
and Monster Energy just do what they do best – making the 
toughest energy drink in the world. Declare war on the grind! Grab a 
Monster Assault and VIVA LA REVOLUTION.

 

Monster The Doctor
MotoGP champion Valentino Rossi has managed to, with more than 
hundred victories and nine world championships, attract fans around 
the world. The fastest Monster ever from Monster Energy is the result 
of their partnership with Valentino (also called The Doctor). The 
bright, crisp, refreshing taste of citrus and a full dose from their 
legendary Monster Energy mix get you started!
 

Monster Energy Ultra.
Some people are never satisfied. Once they have what they think 
they want, they all desire for more. The team riders and Monster Girls 
from Monster Energy are not different… and have already given 
the latest hints. They have asked about a new Monster drink. Less 
sweet, lighter in flavor, without calories. But with a full dose of Monster 
Energy’s Monster Energy mix. Yes, white is the new black. They have 
pulled everything out of the closet: Monster Energy Ultra.
 

Monster Energy Ultra Red
Who can forget those hot summer days and hotter summer nights, 
with unlimited possibilities on the horizon. And a mindless job that 
is just enough to pay that last epic adventure before the ‘real life’ 
begins. Follow your heart to who knows where, with who knows who, in 
full confidence that 
everything will end up on its feet. As a tribute to the endless summers 
of your youth has now Ultra Red: light, crisp and refreshing, calorie 
and sugar free. Sweet, sweet, summer time, summer time.

Monster Energy Ultra Sunrise
Get up, get out, go for it! Ultra Sunrise is specially for those who 
sacrifice sleep for passion: waves have grabbed at dawn, up your 
bike when the dew gives the sand more grip, or the first step on the 
shimmering lake for an epic morning session. Ultra Sunrise gets you 
right out of the starting blocks, but is suitable for any time. Light, crisp 
and refreshing, sugar and calorie free and with an unique taste. 
Packed with a full dose of Monster Energy’s Monster Energy mix to 
keep the flame in the pan.

Monster Energy
Open a can of Monster Energy, the roughest energy drink on earth. 
The ideal combination of ingredients in the right mix makes Monster 
gets the job done. Monster has an intense but soft taste. Athletes, 
musicians, 
anarchists, students, highway tigers, metal heads, hipsters and bikers 
love it – and you will too.

Monster Energy Absolutely zero
A lot of people have flooded Monster Energy’s inbox for years with 
questions about Monster without calories. And we succeeded and 
it is not just a regular ‘soda’, mate! A sugar and calorie free energy 
drink that deserves to show off the M of Monster, that’s just not so 
easy! Monster Absolutely Zero fights against fatigue like no other, 
improves mental  performance and focus, motivates to work harder 
(or rather amusing) so that you are truly in top form. No calories, no 
sugar, a Monster mix… 

Monster Energy Ripper
The magical smells in the air reminiscent of the Monster Energy 
Pipeline Pro Surf competition on the North Shore of Oahu was the 
inspiration for the Monster Ripper. Monster Energy started with a 
killer combination of local tropical juices, and added a touch of the 
original Monster flavor to it. After this it was pumped with a full load 
of the Monster Energy blend. Banzai!
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Monster Energy Khaos
The pro athletes of Monster Energy always go for 
the maximum, so if they have an idea, Monster Energy 
listen. After months in the lab, Monster Energy has 
perfected the ‘Juice Monster’. They started with the 
original Monster taste, mixed in a killer combination 
of natural juices, which a full charge was added to 
their energy mix and… It’s Alive… Monster Khaos, an 
insane Juice-Monster with the delicious Monster taste 
and the big bad buzz you know and want. 50% 
Juice – 100% Monster!

Monster Energy Rehab
This a drink that does all: quench thirst and 
tastes delightful after a night out. Give your body the 
necessary refreshment with an unrivaled blend of tea, 
lemonade and electrolytes: a gruesome tasty mixture 
of Monster Rehab. (Monster Energy, 2016)

Athletes and sports
Monster Energy has about 127 athletes. They come from various countries around 
the world: United States, United Kingdom, Australia, Spain, France, Norway, Sweden, 
Germany, Canada, Belgium, South Africa, Poland, Austria, Italy, Netherlands, Ukraine 
and Ireland. They all practice a different sport: speedway, world superbike, MMA, 
rally cross, skiing, surfing, moto GP, rally, motocross, BMX, formula one racing, skate-
boarding, snow cross, snowboarding, drifting, mountain biking, monster truck, desert, 
stunt riding, endurance cross, super bike, snow mobile, AMA superbike, wakeboarding, 
freestyle motocross, super bike, super cross, PWC, arena cross and stunt riding. 
(Monster Energy, 2016)

E-Sports
Monster Energy always has their eyes open for new opportunities. Monster has 
jumped on the new hype of E-sports. A new form of sports that has everything to do 
with video gaming. Monster sponsors events like Esports festival (Esports Festival, 2016)  
in Belgium and teams like Evil Geniuses (Evil Geniuses, 2016), Fnatic (Fnatic, 2016) and team Envy 
(Envy, 2016).

Events
Besides all the athletes, Monster also sponsor a lot of events (Monster Energy, 2016). 
The types of events they sponsor are fundraisers, music festivals, gaming compe-
titions, and all different kinds of sport events. To name a few, UFC, SLS World Tour, 
BMXday Street series, B&E invitational, X games, Monster Energy Supercross and 
many more. 
Probably the most famous and associated with monster is the Monster Energy Mon-
ster Jam (Monster Jam, 2016).
Besides sponsoring big events and competitions like UFC, Monster energy likes to 
give back to the community. In 2011 Monster introduced a program named “Mon-
ster Energy gives back” to support nonprofit organizations and give back to the 
community. Which can be charity, fundraisers, events, or just supporting the scene 
and the people and athletes in need of support. The program is dedicated to 
make a difference and 
changing people’s lives. (Monster Energy, 2011)

Expressions
Monster Energy is all about their community and focusses on men (Monster Energy, 
2016). This is very clear in their online communication using female supermodels 
wearing almost nothing but Monster Energy merchandise. Also sponsoring manly 
sports like motor racing and giving people the opportunity to experience what the 
Monster athletes experience.
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Monster Energy Tasting - Evaluation  

Monster Energy Pizza dough (Ideology)
Although Monster Energy is a very strong and recognizable brand due to its tone of voice and their remarkable logo, they do not define their vision, 
mission and core values like other companies. They do show off their one-liner which is “lifestyle in a can” (Monster Energy, 2016).

Monster Energy fails to define and communicate their vision, mission and core values to their fans. Even though they fail to do so, it can still be said that 
Monster Energy certainly has a vision on the different industries they endorse. Their strong statements regarding their decisions to rather spend money 
endorsing sports like MotoGP (Monster Energy, 2016) and events like Monster Jam (Monster Jam, 2016) than spending it on television commercials shows 
that they are involved with their fans, athletes, teams and events. They give back to the community and people love them for doing so (Monster Energy, 
2011).

A pinch of salt (Evaluation)
Based on the analysis made in this rapport we advise Monster Energy to define their vision, mission and core values. When this is done, they should com-
municate this on their website and make sure everyone knows why Monster Energy does what they do.
According the guidelines set in our model we defined the ideology of Monster Energy.

Vision
Step 1. Research
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Step 2. Result
What amazes Monster energy?
Monster energy is all about lifestyles, by definition an extreme lifestyle. Lives 
of skaters, snowboarders, professional gamers, racers, musicians and every 
other life which fits the criteria of an “odd” way of living.

Which innovations/trends will change the market over time?
Ever since the creation of the brand, Monster Energy is about standing up 
and supporting the little man. In this sense the little man is a new way of 
life, which started with supporting monster truck drivers and most recently 
adding professional gamers to the list.

What data is new for their customers and/or competitors?
Monster Energy likes to be innovative, creating new drinks. But also support 
local organizations and athletes. Nowadays this is not new to their custo-
mers or competitors.

What is Monster Energy excited about?
Monster Energy is excited about their customers, but even more about their 
endorsements. Monster energy loves their athletes and teams. They get 
excited to give back to the community and like to see those individuals 
succeed in their goals. This shows in everything they communicate.

What values do they want to convey?
Community, Lifestyle, Supportive

Step 3. Develop
Taking into account everything we found in the first two steps. The right 
direction has to with lifestyles, supporting those lifestyles and creating and 
supporting a community for the lifestyles that don’t already have one.

Step 4. Formulation
Defining the vision for Monster Energy:
“Elevate extreme lifestyles to a new level by giving them what they need to 
succeed.”

Mission
Step 1. Defining your why.
Asking the question, why Monster Energy exists, is fairly easy to answer. They 
are here to support communities that are different and extreme and by 
that bringing it to a higher level.

Step 2. What is the problem and what is the solution.
When Monster Energy started they noticed that people with different lifes-
tyles are passionate about the things they do, and that they are strug-
gling to maintain those lifestyles because of different reasons. One of them 
being a financial one. Monster Energy seizes opportunities by supporting 
them. The drinks they sell are a way to keep the cash flow going, while also 
giving the athletes what they need, energy.
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Step 3. Your employees.
Why do people want to work for Monster Energy? That question is simple, 
Monster Energy gives back to the community. They do this in very cool 
ways, and everyone that has the slightest interest in cool ideas being 
brought to life within these lifestyles.

Step 4. Company owners.
Why should people invest in the company? Because Monster Energy is not 
here to make money, they are here to boost communities that are focused 
on extreme lifestyles.

Step 5. Review and Revise.
So what is the mission of Monster Energy?
Monster Energy support communities involving extreme lifestyles through 
sponsoring events, athletes and teams. Financial resources for this sup-
port are gathered by selling energizing drinks all over to world to people 
knowingly supporting people that follow their passion in different ways than 
the general population.

Core Values
The core values of Monster energy is what they stand for. We try to define 
these values by looking at all their communication. 

Step 1 and 2 could not be done by us because we did not have the 
correct inside information to solve this steps, but we can describe them as 
should be done in step 3.

Step 3. Identify
Monster Energy is here to support the people from different lifestyles in their 
passion and their needs, this can be through endorsements, giving them 
energy and keeping them focused through drinks or whatever way possible.

Step 4. Reduce
Reducing this into a few words: Extreme Lifestyles, Community, Passion

Step 5. Test
In our honest opinion these three words describe what Monster Energy 
does for their community, in everything they do they build on these values.
 

Monster Energy Sauce base (innovation)
Some extra tomatoes (Evaluation)
Based on the Design Thinking theory Alonso analyses the current situation 
of Monster Energy using the empathize, define, ideate, prototype and test 
steps.

Empathize:
Empathy plays an important role in the vision of Monster Energy. By listening 
to their customers, supporting ‘the scene’, supporting various athletes and 
teams, Monster is very engaged with their target audience.

Define:
Monster’s vision reads as follows: “A lifestyle in a can”. Monster keeps the 
customers needs in mind, by not spending any money on advertising but by 
helping athletes and promoting concerts. They show that they really care 
about their customers and want to be involved with the target audience.

Ideate:
Each can of Monster Energy has a different story and vision, thus they res-
pond to the needs from the customer. By offering a wide range of flavours 
the user can identify themselves  with the story behind the drink by drinking 
a certain type / flavor Monster.

Prototype:
/

Test:
The process of how Monster Energy is testing their products is not known. 
So the strategy they’re using according to the model is: ‘Show don’t tell’.

Toppings, Funghi Salami (Customer Loyalty)
Extra bite! (Evaluation)
Alonso’s Pizza model says that the purpose of customer loyalty is that 
customers make repeat purchases and build up brand loyalty. Attracting 
customers is the first step towards customer loyalty (acquisition). After a 
purchase the customer is supposed to make a repeating purchase (reten-
tion). Over time there is an emotional bond between the consumer and 
the brand (loyalty). Every step towards customer loyalty needs a different 
approach. (Leeuwen, 2007) For Monster Energy, these can be displayed as 
follows:
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Customers either buy Monster Energy for the first time or they are loyal 
to the brand. How Monster Energy deals with ensuring repeat purchases 
could not be found. It is clear that Monster Energy focuses on men using 
female models.
 
The model also says that there are seven factors that customer loyalty 
can influence positively: brand, product, supplier, price, service, customiza-
tion and communication. (Leeuwen, 2007) 

Monster Energy filled in these factors in the following way:

·    Brand: Monster Energy is a brand owned by Monster Beverage
 Corp. Monster Beverage Corporation is a holding company and
 conducts no operating business except through its consolidated
 subsidiaries. (Monster Beverage Corporation, 2016). Monster
 Energy is much more than an energy drink. Led by their athletes,
 musicians, employees, distributors and fans, Monster is a lifestyle in
 a can. (Monster Energy, 2016)

-  Product: Monster Energy has a lot of different energy drinks, in all
 colours and flavours. Each country has their own drinks. As 
 mentioned in the analysis of Monster Energy, we only looked at
 the drinks in the Netherlands. Netherlands has the following ten

-  Flavors: Monster Energy Assault, Monster Energy The Doctor, 
 Monster Energy Ultra, Monster Energy Ultra Red, Monster Energy
 Ultra Sunrise, Monster Energy Normal, Monster Energy Absolutely
 Zero, Monster Energy Ripper, Monster Energy Khaos and Monster
 Energy Rehab. (Monster Energy, 2016)

·    Supplier: Monster Energy and the Monster Energy logo are 
 registered trademarks of Monster Beverage Company. Coca-Cola
 Enterprises Nederland B.V., Rotterdam is responsible for the 
 distribution of Monster Energy in the Netherlands. 
 (Coca-Cola Nederland, 2010)
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- Price: the price of Monster Energy cans varies for each store. When you compare these prices with the market leader Red 
 Bull, you’ll see that Monster Energy is much cheaper than Red Bull. For a can Monster Energy (500ml) you pay €1.13, €1.14 or €1.20 
 while you pay for Red Bull (250ml) at least €1.19. A detailed comparison can be found in the table below.

- Service: Monster Energy promotes concert tours so that a popular band can come to their fans. By organizing parties and creating events, they
 meet with their fans and athletes. The promotional idea of Monster Energy is to not give away expensive products, but their promotions offer 
 exclusive VIP access; the ability to chill out with top artists and athletes while travelling, and real objects like dirt bikes, snowboards, BMX bikes
 and helmets. (Monster Energy, 2016)

- Customization: Monster Energy has no customizable products.

- Communication
 o   Promotion: Monster Energy is a brand that spends no money on advertising agencies, radio spots, billboards and TV commercials to
 tell the world how good their products are. Instead, they support the scene, their bands, athletes and fans. Monster Energy wants that their fans to
 carry their logo where they want; on hats, shirts, bikes, cars or other objects, and even on themselves. Their idea behind promotion is to offer 
 exclusive VIP access and give away real objects instead of expensive products. (Monster Energy, 2016)

 o   Social media: Monster Energy’s posts mostly consist of high quality pictures and short video clips showing their athletes in action. They let their
 actions speak for themselves. Besides the video or picture they add a short message what the context or purpose of the picture/video is. 
 (Facebook, 2016)

 o   Expressions: Monster Energy is all about their community and focusses on men. This is very clear in their online communication using female
 supermodels wearing very little. The clothes that they do wear sport the Monster Energy logo. Also sponsoring manly sports like motor racing and
 giving people the opportunity to experience what the Monster athletes experience. The analysis of Monster Energy contains examples of the 
 images they use. (Monster Energy, 2016)
 
There must be a win-win situation for the company and the customer to be able to create customer loyalty. When one of the sees no advantage 
in a close relationship, it is difficult to create customer loyalty. There are three levels of customer loyalty: financial bond, social bond and structural bond. 
The table below shows at what levels Monster Energy bond with its customers. (Leeuwen, 2016)
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The ultimate form of customer loyalty is becoming a lovemark. 
This ensures a strong emotional bond between the customer and 
the brand. 

A lovemark must contain the following ingredients: 
- intimacy
- mystery 
- sensuality

Has Monster Energy the right ingredients to be a lovemark? 
(EURIB, 2011: lovemarks – Roberts, 2004)

-        Intimacy (commitment, empathy and passion): 
 Monster Energy has a passion for sports, energy drinks,
 bands and female models.

-        Mystery (being iconic and have inspiring stories): each
 product of Monster Energy has its own story. See the 
 analysis of Monster Energy for the stories.

-        Sensuality (stimulate the senses): Monster Energy has a
 distinctive logo in the shape of an ‘M’. The Monster Energy
 drinks are available in many different flavors. The female
 models which the brand uses for their promotion are very
 attractive. (Monster Energy, 2016)
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Another thing they have to do is allowing their audience become part 
of the experience, they’re already doing that by making special Monster 
Energy series which they broadcast via their Youtube channel, a very 
good idea but it can be more extensive, they should create more Monster 
Energy original series. Another good thing to make people part of Monster 
is to sell official merchandise clothing, which they currently do not do.

The toppings, Funghi Salami
Summarizing everything we discussed we advise the following things accor-
ding to their Customer loyalty.

The analysis from Monster Energy and customer loyalty shows that there are 
three major improvements. The first one is retention. Monster Energy has a 
clear approach for acquisition and loyalty, but for retention you can’t find 
anything. Because Monster Energy spends no money on advertising agen-
cies, radio spots, billboards and TV commercials the only way new custo-
mers get in contact with the brand is in stores. At their website and social 
media channels they only speak about their fans and fans are people that 
are already loyal to the brand. For the group who can be made fans to 
become fans, Monster Energy needs to step in. 

The second and third improvements are customization and structural bond. 
A structural bond stems from customization. It’s all about providing tailored 
goods and services, supplying non-reproducible goods and services, and 
providing added value and extras. The trend for customizable products is 
increasing. The world is so big and crowded that customers want to do so-
mething to feel unique. They want to distinguish themselves from others and 
they do so by products to give their own twist. More and more brands are 
responding by offering loyalty programs on the basis of so-called customi-
zed products. Monster Energy does nothing with customized products. They 
can attract customers by better using this trend. See the individual product 
of Tessa Kanters for more information about these improvements.

Advice - Pain points & chances 
Summarizing everything we discussed in our Tasting we advise the following 
for the ingredients: Pizza dough, Sauce and Toppings. 

The Pizza dough 
Summarizing everything we discussed we advise communicating the follo-
wing things according their ideology.

Core values:
Community, Extreme lifestyles, Passion
Vision:
“Elevate extreme lifestyles to a new level by giving them what they need to 
succeed.”
Mission:
Monster Energy support communities involving extreme lifestyles through 
sponsoring events, athletes and teams. Financial resources for this sup-
port are gathered by selling energizing drinks all over to world to people 
knowingly supporting people that follow their passion in different ways than 
the general population.

Sauce base 
Summarizing everything we discussed we advise the following things accor-
ding to their innovation strategy.

What Monster Energy does well is generating empathy with their customers. 
Because they are very involved as a brand at several events, everyo-
ne knows Monster Energy’s target group and what they support, extreme 
sports.

What they can do better is involve people with their brand, it’s hard to 
identify yourself with Monster Energy’s mission ‘A lifestyle in a can’ If you’-
re not a fan of Monster Energy yet. Monster Energy is advertised mainly 
through sponsorship of sporting events, that’s good but if you’re not at-
tending any sporting events than the advertisement will not reach you. So 
what they need to do is spread their advertising displays making it more 
accessible to a wider audience. 
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Concept carrier by Lauri van den Berg

Painpoint/ chance: Organization - Brand book

Research

Although Monster Energy is a strong and recognizable brand due to its 
tone of voice and remarkable logo, they do not define their vision, mission 
and core values in any of their communication tools. Their strong statements 
regarding their decisions to rather spend money endorsing sports like 
MotoGP and events like Monster Jam than spending it on television 
commercials shows that they are involved with their fans, athletes, teams 
and events. They give back to the community and people love them for 
doing so.

According the guidelines set in our model we defined the ideology of 
Monster Energy into three core values: Community, Extreme lifestyle and 
Passion. With these core values I will reshape the organization of Monster 
Energy into a community with extreme lifestyle enthusiasts with passion for 
their job and community. They spread the word of Monster Energy by using 
their energy to elevate extreme lifestyles to a new level by giving them 
what they need to succeed! 

The concept 
Monster Energy has a large organization with different kinds of employees. 
From the factory worker producing drinks to the Monster Girl’s and from the 
Extreme athletes to the financial specialist, everyone has to express and 
believe in the Monster Energy’s passion. By creating a brand book for new 
and general employees and potential new Monsters, Monster Energy will 
achieve this goal.

But what is a brand book?
A brand book is a book who fits the design and corporate identity of a 
company as a glove. For example take a look at the brand book of BNN. 
The Dutch broadcast system created a book where you can write, cut, 
paste and draw in. Every employee can contribute to creating the BBN 
feeling which contributes to their values. Their brand book is a never 
ending story where everyone can participate in. 

What’s in it? 
For creating this brand book Monster Energy should grab the essence of 
the vision, core values, qualities and keep the current action plan in mind. 
This will create the redline for the whole brand book. The book is going to 
fill up with the general story, like the company’s history, strategic goals, 
positioning and communication and will also give insights in your 
employee’s job profiles, the company’s attitude and behavior, opportunities 
which employees can achieve within the organization, rewards and feed-
back of staff. 

The brand book screams the Monster Energy’s passion. It becomes a book 
which makes employees proud of the organization they are part off. 
This makes all employees become the ambassadors of the company and 
not just the extreme athletes and Monster Girls.
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Explanation of fit

Based on the analysis made in the rapport we advised Monster Energy to 
define their vision, mission and core values. When this is done they need to 
communicate this to their target audience and among their the employees. 

A brand book is the perfect way for communicating their (potential) new 
vision “Elevate extreme lifestyles to a new level by giving them what they 
need to succeed” which came out of our analysis. The brand book works 
as guidance counsel who will help, whether you’re working for Monster 
Energy for years, just started or just got you interest, how to become the 
extreme lifestyle enthusiasts Monster Energy is well known for. 

By creating a brand book which works as a guidance, Monster Energy can 
support their communities involved in extreme lifestyles besides their sponso-
ring events, athletes and teams. It makes their community a community that 
follows their passion in different ways than the general population. Which 
brings us back to the new created core values Community, Extreme lifestyle 
and Passion. 

The brand book is not targeted on a specific target audience. It will be a 
brand book for who, I’m sure of, is a growing group of enthusiasts who feel 
at home with Monster Energy, who are attracted by the extreme lifestyle, 
who despise the ordinary and are looking for like-minded extreme lifestyle 
enthusiasts. This why I don’t speak about a target audience, it are followers 
and inspirators! 

Touchpoints

The touch points for the launch of the brand book are divided into a pre-, 
direct- and post-exposure.

Pre-exposure
During the creating process of these factors, employees will be teased by 
some inspirational extreme lifestyle quotes from the different ambassadors 
and the mother concern throw the newsletter or short clips.The quotes are 
focussed on the passion for the lifestyle and creating a loyal community 
(Fan Base) for this lifestyle.  

Direct-exposure
The introduction of the new vision, mission and core values following to the 
brand book will be introduced during an intern launch party for all the em-
ployees and ambassadors of the company. The event will be insign of the 
Monster Energy core values community, extreme lifestyle and passion.

Community by bringing each other to together in a festive atmosphere 
where each and everyone can share their opinion, dance the night away 
and enjoy themselves by celebrating with like-minded people.  

Extreme lifestyle
Employees will be introduced to the different extreme lifestyles Monster 
Energy supports. They can try out the different motor and action sports 
with simulations, take part in a gaming event leaded by Monster Energy’s 
gaming teams and listen to different bands Monster Energy support. 

Passion
The passion of Monster energy will be brought by enthusiastic inspirators 
who will be presented during the launch party. They won’t tell their story on 
a stage which creates distance but mingle during the party. There role is 
to be more like a passionated friend then an external figure. 
     
Post-exposure
After the launch party come to an end all employees will receive a hard-
copy of the brand book. Pictures of the launch party will be shared on 
the intranet and after a week every employee will receive an invitation for 
experiencing one of the extreme lifestyle of their choice with one of the 
ambassadors. 

Extra
The hardcopy version will also be available for Monster Energy enthusiasts 
in the webshop of Monster energy and also will be shareable with at digi-
tal version of the book. In this way everyone can become the ambassadors 
of Monster Energy and take part in the Monster Energy community. Despise 
the ordinary enjoy the extreme! 
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Storytelling

Alonso started his internship as an communication officer at Monster 
Energy. His tasks included running the Facebook, Twitter and Youtube 
page, assisting the development for communications tools as  
newsletters (internal, external), attending the monthly Committee 
meeting to report and provide input from and for Social Media  
and participating in organization of the 25th Anniversary of the 
Strong Viking run, Monster Energy edition. 

He is a passionate student who is self-motivated, has superior  
writing, verbal and organizational skills, is excellent with computers 
and experienced in Social media. 

But there is one problem.

Although he knows that Monster Energy sells energy cans and sup-
ports a lot of events, he does not know what Monster Energy truly is. 
He’s still guessing in which tone of voice he should write to the Mon-
ster Energy community, is stunned by all the extreme sports Monster 
Energy supports and has no clue who all the ambassadors of Mon-
ster Energy are. 

Because of 25th Anniversary of the Strong Viking run, Monster Energy 
edition his supervisor doesn’t have the spare time to introduce the 
company fully to him. Instead of telling Alonso about every detail of 
Monster Energy he gives the brand book to him. 
Amazed by the brand book he learns about the history of the com-
pany, its strategic goals and even reads some of the feedback staff 
members gave in the book. He gets enthusiastic about the extreme 
lifestyle, starting to despise the ordinary and finds himself looking for 
the extreme. Alonso isn’t just an intern anymore. He takes part in the 
Monster Energy community!

Name: Alonso

Age: 21

Study: Communication

Function: Intern Communication officer

Interest: Snowboarding and  
    computergames

Favorite Pizza: Quattro stagioni
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Communication
By applying Alonso’s Pizza Model we concluded that Monster is 
missing depth and meaning in their communication. Therefore we 
recommended in our mutual advice that Monster must be more visible with their core 
beliefs, their values, vision and mission on their website but also to the general 
audience by using communication in the streets. By being transparent and telling the 
story of their connection to their interests, Monster will create meaning and depth to 
their product and will create a bond with their target audiences.

To bring these changes to the attention of users, stakeholders and 
prospective consumers, I will advise on the concept carrier ‘Communication’. 
I made this decision because I see a great opportunity for Monster by using a 
guerrilla campaign as a communication tool. The guerrilla campaign will support 
carrying out the identity of Monster. With this communication strategy the ultimate 
goal can be achieved where users, stakeholders and prospective consumers will be 
triggered to have an emotional connection with the products of Monster, also known 
as branding.

Guerrilla Campaign Monster - Unmute the Monster
The core of the guerrilla campaign is that Monster will make their vision 
tangible in public places, in a creative way. The vision of Monster is unclear 
according to our research. But what shows from their visuals, the products they 
market and the sports they sponsor Monster is a tough brand with a lifestyle in a 
can. Lifestyle in a can is the oneliner Monster handles (Monster, 2016). Monster 
allows and aims to have their target group wear their logo on shirts, hats, bikes etc. 
What they do not do is really promote their brand on the streets. Monster does not 
invest in commercial communication. Monster Energy focuses mainly on men, this is 
visible in their online communication where they use models (almost) without any 
clothes and their support of extreme sports. We believe Monster provides the 
ultimate extreme lifestyle to those men who feel attracted to the brand. Monster 
needs to be more visible in the streets which is why a Guerilla Campaign will be 
launched. The Campaign is all about Unmuting the Monster by getting the (pros-
pective) audience involved. 

We believe Monster provides the ultimate extreme lifestyle to those men who feel 
attracted to the brand. Monster needs to be more visible in the streets which is why 
a Guerilla Campaign will be launched. The Campaign is all about Unmuting the 
Monster by getting the (prospective) audience involved. As said before Monster 
focuses mainly on men. 

They support extreme sports and this is why this Guerilla Campaign focuses on men 
and involves extreme sports. We believe Monster provides the ultimate extreme lifes-
tyle to those men who feel attracted to the brand. Monster needs to be more visible 
in the streets which is why a Guerilla Campaign will be launched. The Campaign is 
all about Unmuting the Monster by getting the (prospective) audience involved. As 
said before Monster focuses mainly on men. They support extreme sports and this is 
why this Guerilla Campaign focuses on men and involves extreme sports.

The campaign is a pop-up campaign. A man that suffices to the target group 
walking in the street will accidentally meet up with a Monster Team member. He will 
be invited to a challenge that will take place in the city. The ‘Unmute the Monster’ 
Guerilla Campaign can pop up in any city. The challenge holds a cross trail, sprint, 
climbing ropes, moving truck tires. All this will be tied with obstacles, video instructions 
and live actors. All competitors in the challenge will receive a hat, t-shirt and two 
cans of Monster Energy Drink to regain their strength and energy. The time of each 
contestant will be registered by the Monster team. Every day one competitor is the 
fastest of the day and this person wins a VIP ticket for a meet and greet event with 
the athletes. The ultimate winner of the battle between the 12 cities is to be 
announced after the campaign duration of 3 months, this person finishes the 
challenge the fastest and wins a year of free Monster Energy drinks. By using this 
challenge Monster creates a bond with its target audience, it challenges them to 
become part of their brand by doing exactly those things Monster supports. Monster 
does not have a clear stated vision or mission. But what they do have is their 
support of extreme sports and their strong visual identity. By using these elements in 
a campaign Monster creates a clearer tie with the audience. The videos the 
competitors cross along the way will ask them challenging sports questions, such as 
‘For which motorcross team has Monster been a sponsor the longest?’. When correct 
the contestant goes left, when wrong he goes right which is a longer way to the 
finish. This strengthens the game factor. 
This pop up campaign contains the element of surprise, so at first there will be no 
announcement. The first edition will pop up in a big city such a Rotterdam on a busy 
day in the weekend. It will draw a lot of attention and this first edition will be filmed. 
This footage will be used to make a promotional video. Besides the word-of-mouth 
the first edition created Monster then has a video to use for further promotion. No 
detailed announcements, just hints in a one-minute footage video.
Slogans such as ‘Do you have what it takes’, ‘the monster is approaching’, ‘unmute 
your inner monster’, ‘do you dare to take the challenge’, ‘meet the athletes’ and ‘soon 
in a city near you’ could be used to trigger the audience to go search for the 
Monster team in the city near them. By dropping hints every time a new city is being 
taken over by the Monster team, enthusiasts can get activated to tweet about, use 
Facebook or place a photo on Instagram. This is the reason the hashtag 
#UnmuteMonster should be promoted thoroughly throughout the whole campaign 
and on every social media channel in use. 

Concept carrier by Danielle van Berkom

Painpoint/ chance: Communication - Guerilla Campaign
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Explanation of fit

The guerrilla campaign fits perfectly with the overall brand of Monster, because 
the core idea is to make the vision tangible in a public place while involving the 
core business both the promotion of extreme sports and energy drink. From the 
analysis we concluded that Monster is missing depth and meaning in their 
communication, as they do not invest in communication at all besides on the cars 
and motors they sponsor and on sports gear such as hats and shirts. Monster does 
not make use of any commercial activities such as TV, radio or internet promotion. 
Recommending Monster to do so would not fit their core business. Therefore we 
recommended in our mutual advise that Monster must be more visible with their 
core beliefs, vision and mission. By executing the guerrilla campaign Monster brings 
these core beliefs to the attention of users, stakeholders and prospective 
consumers. The Story, core business and overall brand image of Monster needs to 
be shared interactively. 

There are no clear statements by Monster when it comes to vision, mission or core 
values. What we do see is the oneliner ‘lifestyle in a can’ and the visual branding 
Monster uses. Monster says they focus on men. They support extreme sports and 
their visual branding is tough and extreme making use of monstrous fonts and 
poisonous green colours. 
If we look at these facts we found while using Alonso’s Pizza Model we can con-
clude the campaign is a perfect match with the way Monster likes to communicate 
with its audience. Matching these findings with the campaign we would suggest to 
use the following core values:

• Dare; People will discover the interactive challenges in public places, 
 they will experience the extreme lifestyle of Monster by taking a
 sportive challenge. When applying it to Monster as a brand it turns
 out to be a well-made match. Monster is a daring brand with their
 visual communication and this is being continued in the Guerilla 
 Campaign.

• Extreme; The challenge trail is not like any other sports field. It contains
 obstacles, bike trails, climbing ropes and video interaction to 
 promote the extreme sports sponsoring by Monster which refers to
 the match of the campaign with Monster’s values and core business.

• Refresh; After the challenge it’s time to refresh an regain energy and
 strength. Not only after this specific challenge/campaign but in 
 general this is a perfect fit for monster.

• Connect; The campaign connects (prospective) audiences to the brand
 but getting interactive with them. In general it’s a great fit for 
 monster because of their connection to extreme sports.

Touch points 
Phase 1: First surprise event in a big city of choice (Direct-exposure)
The first touchpoint is the element on a surprise during a busy day in a big city, for 
example Rotterdam. There will be a Monster team ready to challenge the audien-
ce that is walking by. Mainly men will be asked if they are willing to take a chal-
lenge. This event will take place as described above and will be captured with a 
video.

Phase 2: Announcement mysterious video (Pre-exposure/Direct-exposure) 
The video that is being captured in phase one will be released on Monster’s 
Facebook page. This video does not specifically announce the dates of exposure 
of the challenge but only the existence of the campaign. It will trigger the audi-
ence to go looking for a challenge near them. By dropping hints and promoting 
the hashtag #unmutemonster a discussion will be invited on Facebook, twitter 
and Instagram as well as a feed of these hashtags on the website so people will 
be able to find the nearest location where the pop up campaign will be taking 
place that day. The aim of this social media promotion will be to awaken curiosity 
amongst fans.

Phase 3: Guerrilla campaign – Unmute the Monster  (Direct – exposure) 
The online promotion by dropping hints and the use of the hashtag will enforce 
Monster to make full use of the live experience. It is key to let the audience expe-
rience the lifestyle Monster supports and tries to communicate with them. With the 
challenges, the element of competition that comes with the extreme sports they 
sponsor and promote live during the campaign and the promotion of their energy 
drink provides a full live experience. 

Phase 4: After video & photo collection (Post-exposure)
Monster invites people to share their experiences during the event by filming their 
reactions after the challenge. People on the street will be invited to share their 
view as well. Photos will be made during the campaign which can be found on 
the Facebook page after each day on every chosen location. This will trigger the 
people to join the campaign for as long as the campaign is being held as well as 
it will give the people who already joined the campaign a lasting memory of the 
accepted challenge.
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The campaign would best take place from the beginning of May until the end of 
July due to the weather conditions. One pop up event will be held every weekend, 
which makes a total of 12 cities experiencing the guerrilla campaign resulting in 
12 winners of a VIP ticket for a meet and greet with the athletes and 1 winner of a 
year of free monster energy drink.

Storytelling 
Steven Modder is a 37-years-old man and fitness instructor. He loves extreme 
sports and lives in Scheveningen near the water so he can practice his favourite 
extreme sport, surfing. 

You could describe Steven as a busy man with a passion for an active lifestyle. 
Steven has always used shakes to gain muscles and to make sure his body would 
recover after intense workouts. To him energy drinks are a good way to get new 
energy fast, but he does not have a preference for a certain brand. On a day off 
he visits Rotterdam. As he walks through the streets he bumps into a few muscled 
men like him calling themselves the Monster Team and he immediately recognizes 
the Monster Energy logo accompanied by the words ‘Unmute your inner Monster 
now!’. The team is being completed by two scarcely dressed women as he knows 
this is how Monster advertises their brand and he hears them cheering for the 
people climbing ropes, riding race bikes, wearing monster t-shirts and drinking 
energy drinks. All this draws his attention. 

He walks a little closer and the men approach him because they believe he fits the 
image of a (prospective) Monster customer. They start talking about their 
workouts, their shared interests in a healthy and energetic lifestyle and about 
Steven’s favourite sport. Soon he realizes that this Monster Team member knows 
a lot about his sport and he finds out Monster is a sponsor for surfers and many 
other athletes and extreme sports. He instantly feels an increasing interest in the 
brand. 

The Monster Team member asks Steven if he feels like taking the challenge to set 
the best times crossing the trail and overcoming the obstacles. He is in good 
shape and knows something about sports so he might even be able to get the 
questions right. Steven receives a Monster shirt, takes the race bike and takes off. 
Following the trail, answering the first question by watching the video, going left, 
climbing upwards in the ropes, down again, going right, he crawls under nets, 
running, answering more questions, running and jumping, going left again, lifting 
truck tires and bricks and finishing in a very good time. As a challenge thank you 
Steven receives a Monster hat and two cans of energy drink to regain his energy 
and strength. After a few minutes a picture is taken with the ladies as a lasting 
memory. His time is being written down and he is being told that he will receive 
information the day after if he turns out to be the city’s fastest Monster challenger.

Steven is hungry after all these intense efforts and he decides to go home to 
take a shower and have a meal. Once home he opens Facebook to see if there’s 
information on the monster challenge. He sees some messages of visitors on the 
page asking what’s going on. He decides to post a message on the page as well 
sharing his great and sportive experience that afternoon. The same evening his 
photo that was taken after the finish of the challenge is being shared online as he 
receives a tag on his Facebook page. 

The next day Monster posts a mysterious video online with a hashtag some 
footage of the Campaign as the challenge was being held in Rotterdam. Steven 
decides to share his picture on Instagram with the hashtag #unmutemonster and 
he decides to share the video on his Facebook page to stimulate all of his friends 
to keep an eye on the hints for updates and locations as he recommends the 
challenge to everyone! 

To top this experience he receives the message his hard work was not in vain, he 
was the city’s fastest Monster challenger and won a VIP ticket to meet the athletes. 
He also is in the running for a year of free Monster Energy. 

After this experience Steven feels a stronger connection with the Monster brand, 
he feels a bond because of the link with his favourite sport, the sportive challenge 
and the personal contact. Monster gives him a perfect connection with his lifestyle: 
lifestyle in a can.  Recapturing with the four new core values of the brand Monster 
Steven dared to take the challenge by connecting his interests to more extreme 
sports, he got refreshed by the energy drinks he was given and now feels 
connected with the brand. He developed a preference for the brand and 
furthermore will be able to connect with athletes as a VIP at the event.

 

NAME: STEVEN MODDER

Age: 37

Ocupation: Fitness instructor

Interests: workouts, surfing

Favoriete Pizza: Salami
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Concept carrier by Jaïr Franken

Chance: New Target Group

Targeting a new audience

By applying Alonso’s Pizza Model we concluded that Monser Energy sup-
port different lifestyles and they are always looking for the next best thing 
to support. So we see a chance in indorsing a new community. When doing 
so we need to stay true to the core values and vision of Monster Energy.

By targeting a new target group, Monster Energy will widen their reach 
and potential customers, but maybe most important, more brand lovers. So 
who are we going to target, why are we targeting them and how are we 
going to do that.

Targeting the new athletes - the fit generation

In recent years a new trend is developing, a generation of fit people. They 
take care of their body and mind alike. No longer lifting weights to get 
the biggest muscle, no longer eating whatever they want and most of all 
making their workout a lifestyle.

These people do not fool around, they take their workouts to the extreme. 
Leaving the weights in the gym and use their own body as a tool. Doing 
tons of different exercises using their body as weights, like push-ups, pull-
ups and squats. You will find these people everywhere, in gyms, city centers 
and specially designed parks to fullfill their needs.

Besides the training hours, they also take their diets to the extreme. Planning 
every meal in advance, being aware of what they eat and why they eat 
it. Preparring their meals in advance so they can consume them even when 
they have to combine their daily jobs with their extreme lifestyle. 

Most of these extreme athletes do two things in life, work out and work to 
support their needs. But what if they could make a living with their extreme 
lifestyle? Just like skateboardes, surfers and other athletes that Monster 
Energy support, these athletes need a way to make money with their lifesty-
les.

By applying the same strategy with the fit generation, Monster Energy 
could target this group by endorsing their athletes, events and make sure 
this lifestyle becomes a profession people can make a living off. 
 
The best of these athletes inspire a whole new generation to treat you 
body well, eat properly and work out on a daily basis. Imagine that these 
people would carry the Monster Energy vision and brand in their hearts. 
Feeling supported by Monster because they take care of their financial 
needs and in return they become a Monster Energy ambassador. Doing 
motivational speeches for them at conferences for physical health, helping 
Monster Energy develop a brand new produt that fist their needs and 
compete in competitions with the Monster Energy logo shining bright on 
their outfits. 
 
Besides endorsing the athletes, Monster Energy creates their own worldwide 
event. The “Unleash the Beast” competition! A competition that has qualifiers 
all over the world to do a world final in the USA. During the competition 
there will be different categories like Muscle Endurance, Calistenics Freesty-
le and all sorts of bodyweight exercises. With the winner being the beast of 
the year.

Besides all the lifestyles Monster Energy supports, the new fit generation 
would be a totally new community that is eager for this kind of support. This 
generation resembles everything Monster Energy stand for.
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Explanation of fit

Why does the fit generation fit Monster Energy? To answer that question we 
look at different aspects of Monster Energy. What does Monster Energy do? 
They support lifestyles to take them to another level. When does a lifestyle 
qualify? If you look at everything they endorse, it has one thing in common, 
Extreme! Skateboarding, musicians, MMA and motorsports are all extreme, 
different and at the time looking to make a living out of their passion. With 
the help and support from brands like Monster Energy they succeeded. 

Helping new lifestyles develop is what Monster Energy does best. It’s even 
their way of promoting the brand. Sports like calisthenics are evolving into 
a community. They organize events, competitions and workshops. Which is in 
line with one of the longrunning campaigns Monster Energy runs “Monster 
gives back” where they give back to the community.

Besides being a community, this generation shows how they take it to the 
extreme. In every aspect of their lifestyle they go to the extreme. Food, work-
outs, motivation and ethics. Therefor they fit perfectly into the endorsements 
Monster Energy are already running. Lifestyles that take it to the extreme.

Last but not least, they give back to their community. They organize their 
own events, top athletes in the field share their training methods and diets 
with the rest. Therefore they show to be supportive of their own community, 
just like Monster Energy is supportive to their communities.

Touchpoints
So how is Monster Energy going to bring this new group to love their 
brand? We devide this into 5 phases.

Phase 1: Approaching the athletes.
The first step to make the targeted audience aware of the support Monster 
Energy gives to the community is to endorse some of the well known athle-
tes with the brand. For this campaign we first focus on the Netherlands. A 
few examples of outstanding athletes are Robbin Castillo (originator of the 
Trinity Workout) and Paulance(semi-finalist during the Hollands got Talent 
show). Both independent athletes not representing any brand or crew, and 
looking for ways to extend their reach and earn a living with their amazing 
talents. 

Phase 2: Involve the athletes.
For maximum impact in their scene, Monster Energy will co-create with these 
athletes, developing new drinks, Drinks those people actually need and 
would drink. Besides the drink, think about new types of clothing, they wear 
different types of shoes and clothes. Make everything Monster.

Phase 3: Endorse the athletes.
Whenever one of these athletes do a show, competition or a workshop 
make them wear Monster Energy clothing. Give them Monster Energy drinks, 
shakes etc. By doing this the fans and pupils will know who is contributing 
to the succes these top-athletes achieve.

Phase 4: Unleash the Beast!
The final phase exists of a competition endorsed by Monster Energy. The 
competition is called “Unleash the Beast”. A competition that will start in the 
Netherlands. During this competition there will be different kinds of contests. 
Consisting of Calisthenics Freestyle, Strict form contests (most pull-ups, push-
ups, squats etc.) and Balance battles. Everything will be done with their 
own bodywieght and some attributes like bars and stairs. Everything will be 
judged by athletes from the community.

Phase 5: Go global.
The last phase of the plan is to use the same strategy on a global scale, 
adding one country at a time. Eventually organizing “Unleash the Beast” 
on a global scale, with qualifiers for the world final all over the world. In the 
end announcing the “Beast of the Year”.
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Storytelling

Paul is a 23-years-old man who loves working out. He studies biomedical 
engineering at the TU/e in Eindhoven and also lives there. Whenever he is 
not studying he can be found in the gym or at a calisthenics park doing 
his workout.

People would describe Paul as a busy guy, but is not seen as a dumb 
bodybuilder. He is considered to be a smart guy who knows how to treat 
his body and mind alike. Although he is studying BMT at the university of 
Eindhoven, he isn’t aiming for a career in it. He would love to be able to do 
shows, competitions and workshops showing his amazing balance skills.

Nothing grabs the attention more then a guy balancing on one hand what 
seems to be lasting for ages. You could call Paul a real eye catcher, not 
only with his physique but also with his personality and mentality. Doing 
showcases all over the country during bodybuilding contests, dance com-
petitions and festivals. Besides the shows he also shares his vision on being 
a performer, athlete and most of all being an inspiration for fellow athletes 
who try to workout and stay fit.

Imagine Paul sharing his knowledge at a Monster Energy press conferen-
ce about health, mental well being and motivation in sports. As a unique 
sporter he speaks to tons of people. Doing showcases all over the world 
showing his impressice physique and amazing balance skills to a wide and 
diverse group of people. His mentality would inspire people do stay fit, and 
with his approach to physical health he could even help Monster Energy 
develop new proiducts aiming at the new group of people who treat their 
body like a temple. 
 
This would all be accomplished by endorsing Paul and making sure he can 
do what he does best. Inspire and motivate the world the unleash the inner 
beast. All Monser Energy needs to do is take away the financial insecurity 
a guy like Paul has.

Name: Paul Andrei

Age: 23

Profession: Student/Balancer

Interests: Food, Fitness, Health

Favoriete Pizza: XXL Double Deluxe
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Concept carrier by Tessa Kanters

Chance: product/service - customisable products 

Product

By applying Alonso’s Pizza model to Monster Energy, we concluded that 
Monster Energy does nothing with customizable products. The trend for 
customizable products is increasing. The world is so big and crowded that 
consumers want to do something to feel unique. They want to distinguish 
themselves from others and they do so by giving products their own twist. 
More and more brands are responding by offering loyalty programs on 
the basis of so-called customisable products. Currently, Monster Energy has 
no structural bond with its customers. Customisable products can provide 
a significant step in the right direction, because a structural bond is all 
about to provide tailored goods and services, to supply non-reproducible 
goods and services and to provide added value and extras.

I choose this concept carrier, because customisable products are a great 
opportunity for Monster Energy. Customisable products are worth sharing 
for people, which triggers word-of-mouth advertising. Word-of-mouth can 
attrect new customers or can let customers that once bought something 
from Monster Energy do a repeat purchase. Customisable products will 
also be a way towards a structural bond. I have developed a concept 
with which I put in motion these several processes.

Show your Monsterlook!

The research about Monster Energy has given me some important insights 
for my concept. The brand claims that they are much more than just energy 
drink. Monster is a lifestyle in a can is the onliner Monster Energy handles. 
The brand wants that their fans can carry their logo where they want; on 
hats, shirts, bikes, cars or other objects, and even on themselves. Monster 
Energy always has their eyes open for new opportunities. They focus very 
much on athletes and sports, but now they also have e-sports involved. 
And finally, the brand focuses primarily on mens. They use models (almost) 
without any clothes and they support extreme sports. This insights I am 
going to use for my concept. 

The concept that I have developed is a sort of pop-up store guerilla 
action that is called: ‘Show your Monsterlook!’. Open containers are placed 
in the centers of among other the following cities in the Netherlands: Rotter-
dam, Eindhoven, Amsterdam, Den Bosch, Groningen, Maasstricht, Den Haag 
and Utrecht. There will be no announcement for the actions, because it is 
the intention to make people curious as they walk by. Depending on the 
success of the pop-up containers, the number of cities determines where 
the action takes place.

The models of Monster Energy will be in and around the container to draw 
people towards the container. In order to attract women Monster Energy 
can use male athletes, but the main goal remains mens. In the container, you 
can take a picture of your own head with a optinally Monsterlook (think of 
a Snapchat filter). You can also make a picture without a filter whereupon 
you show your own Monsterlook. These can be printed for free on a can of 
Monster Energy. You can take this can home.

There is also the possibility to print your Monsterlook at merchandise. This 
collection includes shirts, hats, motorcycle helmets, bidons, shoes, phone 
covers, car stickers, etc. For this merchandise you pay a price depending 
on which product you take. The products are made immediately. Every ten 
customers a product is given for free. The models/athletes are then ready 
to go with you and your product on the photo. It is intended that this pho-
to is shared on a special actionpage on the Facebook of Monster Energy. 
Then this picture has to be shared on your social media channel with 
#Monsterlook. The ten photo’s with the most likes win a meet and greet with 
one of the models, athletes or bands where Monster Energy cooporates 
with or a VIP-ticket for a Monster Energy event.

The reason why I choose for this pop-up store guerrilla action is because 
it makes more impression on people. They didn’t expect it, it is special and 
therefore they are more willing to put someting on social media about the 
campagin. If the campaign proves to be a success, Monster Energy can 
also go online with the customisable products.
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Explanation of fit

After completing Alonso´s Pizza model we got a good picture of Monster 
Energy. The pop-up store guerrilla action is based entirely on this informati-
on. First we look at the vision, one-liner, mission and core values.

Vision: Monster Energy has indicated no clear vision, but by looking clo-
sely at what the brand stands for, we came to the following vision: ‘Elevate 
extreme lifestyles to a new level by giving them what they need to succeed.’ 
Show your Monsterlook fits the vision, because only tough people who as-
sociate themselve with a Monster can make a good photo. You have to be 
different for this and dare to go to the extreme. In the pop-up store, they 
can all come off in making the perfect Monsterlook photo.

One-liner: Monster Energy uses the one-liner ‘a lifestyle in a can’. You get a 
free can with your own Monsterlook which present your lifestyle. This let you 
show everyone that you love the extreme and supports Monster Energy. This 
is even more the case at the merchandise products.

Mission: Monster Energy has also indicated no clear mission. We have de-
vised the following: ‘Monster Energy support communities involving extreme 
lifestyles through sponsoring events, athletes and teams. Financial resources 
for this support are gathered by selling energizing drinks all over to world 
to people knowingly supporting people that follow their passion in different 
ways than the general population.’ By sharing the photo with the models 
or athletes (and with your customisable product), you can win prizes like a 
meet and greet with the models, athletes or bands where Monster Energy 
cooporates with or a VIP-ticket for a Monster Energy event. This is made 
possible partly by asking money during the guerrilla action for merchandise 
products. The cans are given away free which provides additional free ad-
vertising in the city and on social media.

Core values: By applying Alonso’s Pizza model, we have also seen some 
important core values of Monster Energy: community, extreme lifestyles and 
passion. These values include all what has been described above. 

Besides the important ideology of Monster Energy, there are more cases 
emerged from Alonso’s Pizza model. Monster Energy wants that their fans 
can carry their logo on hats, shirts, bikes, cars or other objects, and even 

on themselves. The sale of merchandise in the pop-up containers, Monster 
Energy can already check off this desire. People in the city see this happen 
and would also like to have that product.

Monster Energy always has their eyes open for new opportunities. A guerril-
la action like this is totally new to Monster Energy. Especially the idea that 
people can wear their own Monsterlook at their merchandise and cans. 
Monster Energy have to (let) develop a sort of Snapchatfilters to bring the 
concept to life.

Finally, Monster Energy focuses on athletes, sports and mens. By the con-
cept, models and athletes are used as signboard. The prizes that you can 
win is for a meet and greet with one of them, or for a (sport)event. So eve-
rything will fall into place within this concept for Monster Energy.

Touchpoints

There are several contact moments between the consumer and Monster 
Energy with this concept.

Pre-exposure: the surprise of the pop-up store in the city. People who walk 
in the city see the green containers with the Monster Energy logo and are 
curious what happens. They stand to watch, say it to their friends, make 
pictures, share it on social media, etc.

Direct-exposure: a model or athlete gets the first people to cross the line. 
They will take part in the action and more people will follow,. By participa-
ting itself, they are even more impressed experience the concept itself which 
turn in sharefood.

When the Monsterlook photo’s were taken, everybody has their picture ta-
ken with the models or athletes. These are added to the Facebook action-
page of Monster Energy and people should share their own photo.

Post-exposure: collect likes on the shared photo and enjoy the merchan-
dise and cans. The winners of the action will have an additional post-ex-
posure. They have a meet and greet or allowed as a VIP to a (sports)event 
of Monster Energy.
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Storytelling

Kevin Miles is a 24-years-old student SPECO at Fontys Tilburg. He lives 
alone in Tilburg, because he has no time for a relationship. After school, he 
can always be found over the way in the gym. If he is not here, he is on the 
soccerfield. When Kevin has time he likes to go trough life as a cook. He 
finds it very important that he eats healthy and enjoy cooking more than 
fun.

One day after school, Kevin decides to go to the city with some friends. 
They go to some stores and then they decide to have a drink on the 
terrace. The closer they get to the terrace, the more music they hear. When 
they walk further, they see a green Monster Energy container. Then there 
come a model to Kevin and she takes him toward the container. She ex-
plains that Kevin has to make a picture with his best Monsterlook and that 
it can be printed on a can (or shirt, cap, motor helmet, etc.). Kevin likes it, 
because he loves Monster Energy drinks and now he can get a customized 
product.

After making the can, Kevin goes on the photo with the Monster Energy 
models. Like any man he feels very happy at that moment. The model says 
that the photo is going to be placed on the special Facebook action-
page and that Kevin has to share this photo with his friends, family and 
acquaintances to win a meet and greet with her and the other models or 
VIP-tickets for a Monster Energy (sports)event. If he has the most likes, he 
has a chance to win this.

Once home, Kevin immediately goes looking for his picture. He shares it 
quickly on Facebook and calls everyone to like his picture.

Two weeks later, the result of the game are known and guess what... Kevin is 
the winner! His love for sports goes above his love for models. He decides 
to choose the VIP-tickets for the Monster Energy Supercross. It will be a gre-
at day with his friends and the models are also there. Kevin makes a video 
report of this day and shares it on social media with all his friends.

Monster Energy thanks Kevin for free advertising ;).

Naam: Kevin Miles

Age 24

Ocupation: student SPECO

Interest: fitness, soccer and food

Favorite Pizza: Quattro Stagioni
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Concept carrier by Rafaël van ‘t Kruys
Painpoint/ chance: Network - Events

Monster Event
 
The concept carrier I chose for my individual advice is network. To appeal 
a new network I have chosen to use a event to increase the network for 
Monster Energy. Monster Energy sponsors various types of events, which are 
primarily events aimed at extreme sports, think of BMX, UFC, Skateboarding, 
Snowboarding etc. These different events are not organized by Monster 
Energy itself but often is Monster Energy only head or co-sponsor of the 
event. Monster energy focus too little on the music industry, as everyone 
knows Monster Energy is very engaged with extreme sports, in order to 
increase the target group I’ve come up with a music event for Monster 
Energy.
By organizing this event I see a big oppurtiniy for Monster Energy to ex-
tend its netwerk and services which they offer. This concept will also allow 
Monster Energy to reach a new audience. 

Monster RAW

The concept I come up is called ‘Monster RAW’, Monster RAW is a one 
day music event that will take place during winter. The reason that it takes 
place in winter is to stay away from the competition of the many festivals in 
the summer. In addition, this is also an indoor event which easily can take 
place in the wintertime. The location that will be used is the Jaarbeurs in 
Utrecht. Because the Jaarbeurs is a very large and well-known location 
(and because its also exactly in the middle of the Netherlands) I believe 
that the Jaarbeurs Utrecht is the perfect place for a big event like, Monster 
Raw.

The production will be entirely in the hands of Monster Energy, this me-
ans that they can do whatever they want for theirself, compared to other 
brand festivals who are 9 out of 10 times function as a partnership or 
sponsorship. To stay in the vision of Monster Energy, and as the event name 
implies, there has been chosen for the rawer styles of music, think of: Hard 
dance, Techno and Hardstyle. By working with different areas with different 
styles of music, you attract more different types of people.
To make the lineup more appealing and to make good use of the network 
that Monster Energy already haves, there will be several meet and greets 
-and guest appearance of famous Monster Energy athletes, bands and 
musicians. By organizing a big indoor event like Monster RAW you’ll get a 
whole new audience, who are not used to drink Monster Energy during lar-
ge events. Kill two birds with one stone, one you are ‘recruiting’ new people 
for your brand and two you’re expanding your network.
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Explanation of fit:
The reason why I think an event will add value to Monter Energy is becau-
se I personally think Monster is ignoring a large audience group at the 
moment. People who doesn’t have a close connection to ‘extreme sports’ 
like me are now excluded from their marketing, while I would love to know 
and see more of the extreme sports world. To reach a new audience group, 
with for example people like me, you have to expand your network and 
what is a better way to show people Monster Energy’s vision and mission 
throughout an music event? Music connects people and speaks to a large 
audience. 
By implementing the ‘extreme sports’ aspects in to the event, you stay close 
to your vision and mision. Also you are not only helping yourself as a brand 
to build brand awareness but you’re also helping the industry you’re wor-
king with by implementing it on your event. 

Touch points:

Pre exposure:
Monster Energy is a big brand and doesn’t spend any money on ad 
agencies, TV commercials, radio spots and billboards but they support the 
scene, bands, athletes and their fans. Because of their strong message and 
their commitment to their customers, Monster Raw should also be doing that.
Therefore they have to communicate mainly through the channels they own. 
For example their Facebook page. Monster Energy has a Facebook ac-
count with more than 24 million likes, they also have several sub-Facebook 
pages with more than 4 million likes combined together. By advertising on 
all of these pages, you reach a large part of the audience.
Another idea is to print information / promotion about the event on the 
Monster Energy Cans and to sell them 1 or 2 months prior the event. You 
can also give away free samples of the cans at schools and other festivals, 
in this way you’ll increase your network right away.

Direct exposure:
The first impression of a Monster Raw visitor must be overwhelming. Loud 
music, cool light effects, Monster logo’s and green lights everywhere, motor-
cross demonstrations, etc. All sports & events Monster Energy is sponsoring 
should be physically present at Monster Raw, Monster Raw wil give visitors 
an event they have never experienced. Its not just a music event, its a Mon-
ster Raw event!

Post exposure:
By creating a aftermovie which is record in a Monster Energy way (think of: 
drones, Gopro attached to liveacts, dancers etc), Monster can capture 
the ambience of the event. In this way future visitors can already get an 
impression about the event.
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Persona

Eva van Muuren is a 23 years old student, who lives in a student residen-
ce together with 6 roommates. In her free time she loves to go clubbing 
and just like every other woman, shopping. During summer she attends more 
than 6 festivals. At home she’s listens to pop music but outdoors she loves 
to dance on Techno and Dance music, her favorite festivals are: Strafwerk, 
Boothstock & Loveland festival.
She isn’t really into Monster Energy because she simply never drank 
Monster Energy.

Storytelling
After a long and fun festival season school has started again, scrolling 
through her Facebook timeline a sponsored post grabs her attention. “This 
winter: Monster RAW, the new RAW music event in Jaarbeurs Utrecht with 
only the best Techno, Harddance & Hardstyle music”. She takes a look at 
the Monster Raw Facebook page and then tags her partyfriends, 10 minu-
tes later she receives Whatsapps in the ‘Party girls!’ groupsapp: “This looks 
fun!” a friend says, “yes definitely, shall we?” Eva replies. The rest of Eva’s 
girlfriends are a little bit in doubt, because they don’t know what to expect, 
so they all decided to wait another month to make a final decision. 

A month passes and Eva and her friends forgot a little bit about the event, 
then suddenly on a friday a big Monster truck appears on the square in 
front of her school. Several promo girls wearing Monster Energy clothing 
are handing out free cans of Monster Energy to promote the Monster Raw 
event. Eva glances and then walks towards her class. Less than an hour 
later when she’s scrolling through Snapchat, she sees several videos and 
pictures of friends drinking Monster Energy. One of Eva’s friends responds 
in the groupsapp: “Girls! Did you see the big truck at school today? It was 
for promotion of the event Monster RAW, how cool is that?” After some back 
and forth talking Eva descides not to wait anymore and she buys a tickets 
for Monster RAW. The other girls also decide not to wait any longer and 
also buy tickets online. When the days pass the girls are getting more and 
more excited by the day and also Eva can’t wait any longer. Because wai-
ting untill the summer starts again for festivals, takes way too long.

After two months Monster Raw is finally happening in Jaarbeurs Utrecht, 
when they arrive by car they see a large crowd standing in a circle  in 
front of the entrance. Eva and her friends become curious and when they 
walk pass they see 2 BMX’ers doing all kind of tricks on their bikes. After 
having watched for over 10 minutes the girls walk inside. The night passed 
rapidly, BMX’ers, motorcross riders, flying drones, good music, this was an 
event they will never forget. Eva is used to big festivals but this goes beyo-
nd all expectations. The combination of extreme sports and music works well 
together, because watching pretty sweaty men doing dangerous stunts is 
always a good idea. A few days after the event she walks into the super-
market where she sees cans of Monster Energy, she decides to buy a few 
cans and buy drinking she relives the whole event again, she can not wait 
until next year!

Naam: Eva van Buuren

Leeftijd: 23

Beroep: Student

Interesses: Clubbing & Shopping

Favoriete Pizza: Hawai
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